
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Kneipe 

WO KANN MAN ESSEN UND TRINKEN? 
(Where can you get something to eat and drink?) 

tavern, public house: die Kneipe, die Kneipen 

inn, tavern: das Gasthaus, die Gasthauser ( dialect: Gastehaus ) 
der Gasthof, die Gasthofe ( has fewer rooms ) 
das Wirtshaus, die Wirtshauser 

• dialect name for Gasthaus in South Germany: 
dialect name for inns or taverns in North Germany: 

die Kneipe, die Kneipen 
der Heidekrug, die Heidekruge 

The term Kneipe typically refers to a pub that does not serve hot food, which is the predominant rule for pubs in German

speaking Europe. Pubs that do serve hot food are more likely to be referred to as Wirtschaft or Lokal, although they may 

also be called Kneipe. 

From kneipen, a dated variant of kneifen ("to pinch, to squeeze"), from Middle Low German. The noun spread from 

student slang of Upper Saxony in the later 18th century, possibly picked up from thieves' cant, and is based on the idea of a 

crowded pub where people, as it were, squeeze and poke each other. Kneipe became the most common word for "pub" 

during the 20th century; classical occurences are rare and the literature often substitutes compounds like Kneipschenke 

because the word was low and not widely known yet. 

Atmosphere and a hearty traditional dinner. 
This traditional German bar is located just around the corner from the 

Sofitel and Swiss Hotel, however, it's a lovely change from the glitzy tourist 

eateries on the main drag. This is a bar where mainly locals eat and drink -

full of warmth and atmosphere. Interesting decor with the walks crammed 

with framed photos and posters 

The menu is extensive with a large variety of beers, and menu with both 

small sized plates, standard fare, and a range of house specialties, all 

reasonably priced. Service is friendly and there is an English version of the 

menu. 

We had soups - chicken and pea & ham - and both were absolutely 

delicious. We were unadventurous with our choice of main courses - grilled 

pork and pork schnitzel. There were very generous serve sizes and both 

were accompanied by salad and chips. 

I would highly recommend this pub for it's atmosphere and traditional fare -

not gourmet quality - but tasty and hearty, and a little slice of local lifestyle. 

Nice traditional bar with good food 
Very pleasant and traditional German brown bar not far from Tiergarten 

and Zoo area. As is typical with these bars there is a good selection of 

beers and they serve hearty and traditional German meals. This is not fine 

dining but is plentiful, filling, well cooked and at a very reasonable price. 

It was quite busy in the evening so we tended to get there early to avoid 

waiting to sit down. Staff were very friendly, service was quick and they all 

spoke impeccable English. A good one to add to your list. 

If you do sit outside don't forget to at least peek through the heavy curtain 

on the door as the interior so much more atmospheric than the facade 

suggests. 

It doesn't get any more German than this! 
Old style, proper bar serving German food, full of German people and a 

piano player to boot. A heaven in the centre of modern Berlin. Brilliant. 

Noun 

Kneipe f (genitive Kneipe, plural Kneipen) 

1. (obsolete) a student's cramped dwelling 
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2. pub, bar 
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